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 Curator Chloe Ellefson is happily planning to spotlight German 
immigrants and home-front challenges at Old World Wisconsin's 

  first Civil War weekend. Her boss is secretly planning to fire her.  
  He scorns her ideas, ordering the staff to stage a mock battle. 
 
          In advance of the event an unknown Civil War reenactor is found 

dead at one of the historic site's German farms. Chloe's boyfriend, 
Village of Eagle police officer Roelke McKenna, suspects murder. 

 
The more Roelke learns about reenacting, the more he fears a killer will join the ranks 
at Old World. Then Chloe uncovers a disturbing secret about his Civil War-era German 
ancestors. Together they must struggle to solve mysteries past and present, before 
Chloe loses her job—and another reenactor loses his life. 
 

 
 

SPOILER ALERT! Key plot points are revealed in the following questions. 

 
1. Roelke worries that he and Chloe are so different that they might not 

be compatible. What do you think the future holds for this couple?  
Do you think their different temperaments and backgrounds ultimately 
be their undoing, or will they overcome the challenges?  

 
2. Chloe worries that because her Old World job is not as stable as 

Roelke’s with the Eagle Police, she’ll feel like an inadequate financial 
partner at the farm. How important is it for two people to make 
roughly equal financial contributions in a relationship? 
 

3. Chloe and her boss Director Ralph Petty are constantly in conflict.  
Is Ralph’s pettiness solely to blame, or does Chloe bear some  
of the responsibility for their problems working together? 

 



	
	
	

 

 
 
 

 
4. Roelke threatens to reveal Ralph Petty’s family secret if he doesn’t 

stop badgering Chloe. Is that an appropriate response? 
 

5. Civil War reenacting is not as large a hobby as it once was, but 
remains popular nonetheless. Have you visited a reenactment, and  
if so, was it educational? How important is it that reenactors present 
a highly authentic impression? Would you visit an event that did not 
include a mock battle, but instead focused on homefront issues? 

 
6. Roelke has complex feelings about the farm. It was a haven for him;  

it was also the place where he saw his father strike his mother.  
What does this backstory reveal about the man he has become?  
Do you think that episode influenced his decision to become a cop? 

 
7. A Memory of Muskets spotlights a difficult challenge that facing 

immigrants who arrived in the United States in the Civil War era. 
Some felt compelled to concentrate on establishing themselves in their 
new country. Others felt they owed military service to the nation that 
had given them a new home. Which option would you have chosen? 

 
8. Many immigrants from German states left Europe to avoid conscription 

into the military. In Wisconsin, some German-Americans engaged in 
rioting to protest the newly enacted military draft. Do you think their 
act actions were warranted? 

 
9. Rosina married Klaus Roelke under false pretenses. This ultimately 

destroyed their marriage and led—inadvertently—to Klaus’s death. 
Could she have made a different choice? What would you have done? 

 
10.  Rosina also decided not to tell her sons they had different fathers. 

 Was that the right choice to make? 
 
 
Hosting a book discussion? Bring some healthy rye bread to snack on!   
 
 



	
	
	

 

 
 
 

 
A Memory of Muskets is the seventh book in the award-winning Chloe 
Ellefson Historic Sites mystery series. It can be purchased from local 
independent bookstores as well as from Amazon, Barnes & Noble,  
Books-A-Million (BAM) and other national booksellers.  
 
This story is available in trade paperback and large print hardcover formats, 
as well as in ebook versions for the Amazon Kindle and Adobe eBook-
capable devices like the Barnes & Noble Nook, Kobo, and others.  
 
Signed, personalized paperback and hardcover copies can be acquired 
directly from the author.  

 
Kathleen knows how to spin a tale, weave an intricate plot, and hide 
clues in the embroidery. She takes two stories separated by more than 
a century and knits them together into one thoroughly satisfying read.  
 

                                                —Kathy Lynn Emerson 
                                                  Agatha Award-Winning Author 
                                                  How to Write Killer Historical Mysteries 
 

Provides a new perspective on the Civil War woven together with a  
compelling mystery.  
                                              —Kirkus Reviews 
 
 
It's like reading a Louise Penny novel where I care so much about 
these characters and this place that they're like my family. 
 

                                                  —Jane Kirkpatrick 
                                                   New York Times Bestselling Author 
                                                   This Road We Traveled 

 
Discover a rich mix of ‘behind the scenes’ details about the people, places, 
and the past that are featured in A Memory of Muskets by clicking on 
http://www.kathleenernst.com/muskets. 


